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EXT. NIGHT - EMPTY STREET

A cold winter gust blows rotting fall leaves and debris,
careening between the narrow cobbled/cement streets. Harsh
moonlight floods the scene creating mysterious sharp shadows
against the buildings, foreshadowing the nightmare monster
effect in the alleyway. The shadows hide back streets from
view, resembling  mysterious voids between buildings, barely
flickering with warm light from windows and streetlamps. BOY
(include physical description), hugging his billowing scarf
and oversized coat to his chest, battles with the wind as he
hikes up our sloping city on a typical journey home. His
massive rucksack weighs him to the ground with each step
from his small sneakers, echoing massive through the empty
chasm.

THE UGLY/BEAUTIFUL/VIBRANT BIRD
(a whip of wings is heard
from behind BOY'S head,
an unnerving and
atypical sound emanates
from the bird)

What appeared to BOY to be an exaggerated desolate concrete
jungle, finds life! BOY is captivated by this creature, wide
eyed awe. A change of pace, he runs fast, turning into an
alleyway, blindly following the weird bird. (Or is he
entering the alleyway knowingly in order to follow the
bird?)

EXT. NIGHT - DECREPID BACK ALLEY

Stop. BOY loses track of the bird. The bird disappears into
one of the shadows. Where is he? Confusion plays across his
face. Next, fear. Who else is here with him? BOY has found
himself in the middle of the alleyway with no visible
chances exits, no escape.

BOY'S IMAGINATION TAKES OVER REALITY

The narrow street pales in comparison to the sliver of the
endless alley, pathing to oblivion. Garbage bags strewn
across the street begin to move, the glossy black plastic
almost bubbling. Garbage cans laugh exposing metallic fangs.
Wires slither overheard. And then the shadows. Morphing in
front of his very eyes, the shadows in the alley distort
into colossal beasts, crawling up the brick walls.

BOY
(screams an abnormal,
mechanical sound for a
child to make)

The sinister monsters, grinning wide, swipe out at BOY
(include monster description). He narrowly dodges the
attack, stumbling back and stepping on one of the monsters.
The monster recoils, BOY notices the reaction. He turns
around, faced with the now enfuriated monsters. Finding his
bravery, BOY steps on the monster again, creating a gap in
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the shadows. He runs forward, tripping and catching himself
just in time. A promising light at the end of the alley
appears. The monsters run after him, on the cusp of
snatching BOY.

EXT. NIGHT - OTHER SIDE OF ALLEY/EMPTY STREET

BOY'S IMAGINATION ENDS. THE SCENE IS BACK TO REALITY.

BOY comically falls forward face first.

BOY
Oof.

He winces, holding his head in expectation of the monster's
attack. Tense, he turns his head around to reveal an empty,
dark alley.

BOY
(sigh of relief)

Turning his head back, he spots the bird perched on a lone
street lamp. BOY watches the bird fly away into the
distance. The BOY, relieved and bewildered, steps up from
the ground, wipes himself down, swings his backpack over his
shoulders and continues his journey home. Feathers left
behind by the bird float up from the streetlamp.

End.
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